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Motivation

Do components A and B form complexes/crystals in 
stoichiometries AB, AB2, A2B3, … ?

What is the gas-phase IR spectrum of peptide Ac-Ala2-Pro-Ala-
NMe + Li+?

How do the binding energies of different cations to the 
proteinogenic amino acids compare?

Which molecule binds best to a certain protein?

… predicting the structure is (usually) the first step in order to 
compute any observable.

Simulations have the potential to be faster and 
cheaper than experiments. In addition, simulations 

can map uncharted territory and explain 
“underresolved” experiments.



Simplified workflow to compute observables

Molecular model(s)Molecule Number(s)

Generate or find 
a 3D structure 
or an ensemble 

• Rigid “simple” systems 
• Structure databases 

e.g. PDB, NOMAD 
• Structure search

How to rank  
multiple models? 

• Energy-based ranking 
depends on the quality 
of the energy function.

Compute Property

• How much of the 
“physics” does one need 
to cover?



Definitions

Potential energy surface (PES) results from Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. Energy as a 
function of nuclear coordinates. 

On the PES:

Local minima

Global minimum

Transition states 

Attraction basin: all points that lead to the same 
minimum upon local relaxation 

Searching:

Local optimization (Oliver Hofmann, Aug 1)

Global optimization (me, today)



Professor Horst Cerjak, 19.12.2005Oliver  T. Hofmann Solid State Physics /  34

Global structure search
Methods to find the global minimum:

o Experimental structure determination
o Stochastical or Monte-Carlo
o Basin Hopping
o Molecular dynamics: 

o Simulated annealing
o Minima Hopping
o Metadynamics

o Cluster expansion
o Genetic algorithm
o Diffusion methods
o Machine Learning / Bayes Optimization

Tomorrow: 
Luca Ghiringhelli & 
Mariana Rossi

Tuesday: 
Santiago Rigamonti & 
Chris Sutton



Searching for the needle in the haystack
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Picture from 
http://www1.lsbu.ac.uk

Global minimum 
a.k.a. native state 
Are we only interested 
in this structure?

How to rank  
multiple models? 

• Energy-based ranking 
depends on the quality  
of the energy function.

Coordinates 
Which type works best 
with my search?

http://www1.lsbu.ac.uk


Choices when devising a search technique
Coordinate system
• Changing the coordinate system 

alters the characteristics of the 
search space


• Standard choices (molecules): 

• Cartesian coordinates

• Internal coordinates

• Natural coordinates

Objective function
• For which property of the molecule do we 

want to find the globally optimal solution?

• Usually: total energy

• How do we compute that?


• Tabulated pairwise potentials

• Force fields

• First-principles methods

• …

Search method
• Systematic 

• Varying all coordinates in incremental steps

• In principle exhaustive (if grid small enough)

• Impossible for large systems


• Deterministic

• Branch and bound works on independent coordinates

• Exhaustive and convergence controlled!

• But: we have to apply tricks to make it work on our 

coupled coordinates

• Stochastic/Heuristic



A good search method should …

be able to find the global minimum 
quickly find and leave local minima 
not get lost in detail, but focus on overall PES structure 
explore conformational space as fast as possible 
not blindly jump, but use accumulated knowledge 
avoid complete enumeration 
avoid revisiting known regions of that space.



Representing molecular structures



Internal coordinates: Z Matrix

C1

O2

H3

C4

H5

H6

H7

C1    0    0.00    0      0.0   0      0.0
O2    1    1.20    0      0.0   0      0.0
H3    1    1.10    2    120.0   0      0.0
C4    1    1.50    2    120.0   3    180.0
H5    4    1.10    1    110.0   2      0.0
H6    4    1.10    1    110.0   2    120.0
H7    4    1.10    1    110.0   2   -120.0

atom 
name

atom 
connect

dist 
ance

angle 
connect

angle 
 

torsion 
connect

torsion 
angle

Lewis formula

connectivity

of atoms

C2OH4
Sum formula


atomic composition

3D representation

CC=O
SMILES code


short hand notation

of connectivity

Compound: Acetaldehyde



Example Acetaldehyde

  C        0.00000        0.00000        0.00000
  O        1.20000        0.00000        0.00000
  H       -0.55000        0.95263        0.00000
  C       -0.75000       -1.29904       -0.00000
  H       -0.04293       -2.14169       -0.00000
  H       -1.38570       -1.36644        0.89518
  H       -1.38570       -1.36644       -0.89518

C1

O2

H3

C4

H5

H6

H7C1    0    0.00    0      0.0   0      0.0
O2    1    1.20    0      0.0   0      0.0
H3    1    1.10    2    120.0   0      0.0
C4    1    1.50    2    120.0   3    180.0
H5    4    1.10    1    110.0   2      0.0
H6    4    1.10    1    110.0   2    120.0
H7    4    1.10    1    110.0   2   -120.0

atom 
name

atom 
connect

dist 
ance

angle 
connect

angle 
 

torsion 
connect

torsion 
angle

Z-matrix

Cartesian coordinates

• Torsional DOFs describe 
molecular 3D structure 

• Bond lengths/angles 
oscillate around mid point



Systematic searching



A classical example: the alanine dipeptide

of ab initio MO theory. The more elaborated split-valence basis set 6-31þG* considers
additional diffuse and polarization functions. Employing this basis set, the authors
found six conformers for For-Ala-NH2, which they denoted as C7eq, C5, C7ax , b2, aL, and
a!. The given order reflects the stability order. In view of only minuscule barriers of the
b2 and aL conformers to the more stable C7eq and C7ax forms, respectively, these minima
might even be neglected. Fig. 1 illustrates the Ramachandran enery surface for the
model compound Ac-l-Ala-NHMe [23]. Some of the mentioned conformers can
directly be related to peptide secondary structures. Thus, the C7eq conformer
corresponds to the g’-turn, the C5 form can be considered as the parent conformation
for b-sheet structures, and the C7ax conformer represents the g-turn. The torsion angles
of the aL conformer reflect approximately those of left-handed a- or 310-helices, which
occur sometimes as a single turn at the end of a normally right-handed a-helix. The
native a-helix (or the right-handed 310-helix nearby) itself is not a conformer on the
conformational hypersurface at this approximation level.

The results obtained at the smaller 3-21G basis-set level are similar, but a seventh
minimum appears denoted as aD. The barrier between this relatively unstable
conformer and the much more stable C7ax form is extremely low. The work of Head-
Gordon and co-workers stimulated a great number of further activities either on the

Fig. 1. Ramachandran energy surface for Ac-l-Ala-NHMe at the HF/6-31G* level of ab initio MO theory.
Relative energies (in parentheses) in kJ/mol, most important experimental structures in red, data from

[23].

Helvetica Chimica Acta – Vol. 95 (2012)2352

Small molecular systems can be evaluated by discretizing and 
sampling the descriptive degrees of freedom (DOFs).

Ala dipeptide: full PES from HF/3-21G to CCSD(T)

K. Rommel-Möhle, HJ. Hofmann. J. Mol. Struct. Theochem, 1993 (285) 211. 
T. Head-Gordon, M. Head-Gordon, MJ. Frisch, CL. Brooks III, JA. Pople, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1991 (113) 5989. 

1. identify DOFs

2. define grid

3. generate all 

combinations

4. create contour map



Let’s increase dimensionality

α amino acid β amino acid γ amino acid

Systematic evaluation possible until a certain point
62 63 64

But at a certain point …



What if the conformational space gets too big?

generate

struct. model

H bonds

ok?

yes local opt.

(FF, DFT, …)

yesclash

free?

no no

Alternatively (depending on your 
system of interest) one could:

• restrict to space groups

• incorporate experimental 

constraints

• use “chemical intuition”

• …

only 
“periodic”



For example, an overview of helical β peptide structures

A systematic increase of the length of C6, C8, C10 , C12, C14, and mixed C10/C12

oligomers of unsubstituted b-alanine and the comparison of the energy differences
E(n) – E(n!1), where n is the number of monomers, shows cooperative effects in the
14-, 12-, and 10-helices, i.e., the addition of each new monomer leads to a higher
stability increase than resulted from the addition of the preceding constituent
[5x] [40b]. Contrary to this, the energy contributions of the constituents are additive
for the C6 and C8 ribbons. These calculations also show that the stability order of the
various periodic structures changes with increasing sequence length. In shorter
sequences, the C6 and C8 oligomers with nearest-neighbor peptide-bond interactions
are favored. The 10- and 12-helices become more stable than the C6 and C8 ribbons in
longer sequences. The 14-helix is disadvantaged but is stabilized in polar solvents. The

Helvetica Chimica Acta – Vol. 95 (2012)2362

Fig. 3. Representative ribbon and helix structures of b-peptides predicted by ab initio MO theory

BUT, we only know the 
relative energetics within the 
respective regions of 
conformational space!


NO idea how they relate to 
alternative structures.


HERE, experiment says we 
are ok.



Basin hopping/minima hopping



From the PES to attraction basins

DJ Wales, HA Scheraga Science 1999 1368-1372. [doi: 10.1126/science.285.5432.1368] 

increases somewhat with size, and so Fig. 3
does not correspond to the best possible
parameterization for each cluster. Some
more detailed statistics are presented in
Table 1 for selected sizes. These results
illustrate how difficult it is to find the
truncated octahedron for LJ38, and how
easy it is to find the Mackay icosahedron
for LJ55 (Fig. 1B).

It will certainly be possible to improve
upon these results by exploring the trans-
formed landscape more efficiently, or per-
haps by a quite different approach. One pos-
sibility is to find pathways by means of true
transition states (46). Another is to use mo-
lecular dynamics to simulate the system’s
evolution between minimizations. The opti-
mal algorithm in any given case is almost
certainly system-dependent and may involve
a combination of different methods. Unfortu-
nately, testing the efficiency of different al-
gorithms for nontrivial problems, such as
LJ38 and LJ75, is rather time-consuming.

Crystals
Crystal engineering is an important branch
of materials science whose aim is to design
solids with particular properties (47 ). This

effort would be greatly assisted if it were
possible to predict crystal structures from
the intermolecular potential alone. Unfor-
tunately, many compounds of interest are
polymorphic, exhibiting alternative pack-
ing modes. This phenomenon causes par-
ticular problems for the pharmaceutical in-
dustry, where polymorphic “impurities”
can lead to undesirable physical properties,
which, for example, led to litigation surround-
ing the drug Zantac (48). Polymorphism
may also provide a stringent test of empir-
ical intermolecular potentials.

The application of global optimization
techniques to crystal structure prediction is
at an early stage of development. Some
studies have attempted to generate plausi-
ble starting points for energy minimization
using common coordination geometries,
most probable crystal symmetries, close-
packing arguments, and statistical correla-
tions (49). Monte Carlo-simulated anneal-
ing has also been considered (50) and mo-
lecular dynamics techniques have enabled
solvent and kinetic effects to be simulated
(51). Williams (52) has approached this
global optimization problem by Monte
Carlo sampling to predict the crystal struc-

ture of benzene without prior assumption of
the space group.

Deformation procedures, initially adopt-
ed for treating biomolecules, have now
been applied to predict crystal structures
without making use of ancillary informa-
tion such as the space group (18). In this
work the diffusion equation method (DEM)
and DSM (Appendix, part B were used to
predict the crystal structures of hexasulfur
and benzene, which were treated as rigid
molecules (18). After fixing only the mo-
lecular geometry and the interaction poten-
tial, the unit cell dimensions, space groups,
and the number of molecules in the unit cell
were all computed, and the experimental
crystal structures were successfully locat-
ed. For benzene, the calculation succeeded
even when the number of molecules in the
unit cell was set to twice the experimental
value, which made the global optimization
problem considerably harder.

Genetic algorithms have also been applied
to analyze powder diffraction data, which
does not require an intermolecular potential
at all. For example, Kariuki et al. correctly
predicted the previously unknown crystal
structure of ortho-thymotic acid (53). This
approach could prove very useful when sin-
gle crystals of sufficient size or quality for
routine structure solution are impossible to
obtain.

Biomolecules
Predicting the native structure of a protein
from its amino acid sequence alone is an
area of intense current research. The poten-
tial savings of experimental time and effort
alone have stimulated a number of ap-
proaches: sequence-homology employs the
known structures of sequences that are sim-
ilar to the one in question (54 ), whereas
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Fig. 2. Illustration of
the Ẽ(X) energy land-
scape transformation
in two dimensions. (A)
Original surface. (B)
Transformed surface.
Each local minimum
of E(X) corresponds to
a plateau or catchment
basin for Ẽ(X). The sur-
faces are colored con-
sistently according to
the energy. (D) View
of the transformed sur-
face from above. (C)
Cut through the com-
bined Ẽ(X) and E(X)
surfaces for the red
boxed region shown in
all the other panels.
The catchment basins
can have complicated
boundaries because of
the finite step size used
in the minimizations.

Fig. 3. Mean time required to find the global
minimum with the MCM procedure for LJn up
to n ! 74 (abscissa); the averages are over
100 random starting points in each case. The
cpu time (seconds) in the lower (red) curve
corresponds to a 250 MHz Sun Ultra II pro-
cessor, whereas the number of basin-hopping
steps in the (black) upper plot is dimension-
less (ordinate).

S C I E N C E ’ S C O M P A S S
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“Full” PES

increases somewhat with size, and so Fig. 3
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Table 1 for selected sizes. These results
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truncated octahedron for LJ38, and how
easy it is to find the Mackay icosahedron
for LJ55 (Fig. 1B).

It will certainly be possible to improve
upon these results by exploring the trans-
formed landscape more efficiently, or per-
haps by a quite different approach. One pos-
sibility is to find pathways by means of true
transition states (46). Another is to use mo-
lecular dynamics to simulate the system’s
evolution between minimizations. The opti-
mal algorithm in any given case is almost
certainly system-dependent and may involve
a combination of different methods. Unfortu-
nately, testing the efficiency of different al-
gorithms for nontrivial problems, such as
LJ38 and LJ75, is rather time-consuming.
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of materials science whose aim is to design
solids with particular properties (47 ). This

effort would be greatly assisted if it were
possible to predict crystal structures from
the intermolecular potential alone. Unfor-
tunately, many compounds of interest are
polymorphic, exhibiting alternative pack-
ing modes. This phenomenon causes par-
ticular problems for the pharmaceutical in-
dustry, where polymorphic “impurities”
can lead to undesirable physical properties,
which, for example, led to litigation surround-
ing the drug Zantac (48). Polymorphism
may also provide a stringent test of empir-
ical intermolecular potentials.

The application of global optimization
techniques to crystal structure prediction is
at an early stage of development. Some
studies have attempted to generate plausi-
ble starting points for energy minimization
using common coordination geometries,
most probable crystal symmetries, close-
packing arguments, and statistical correla-
tions (49). Monte Carlo-simulated anneal-
ing has also been considered (50) and mo-
lecular dynamics techniques have enabled
solvent and kinetic effects to be simulated
(51). Williams (52) has approached this
global optimization problem by Monte
Carlo sampling to predict the crystal struc-

ture of benzene without prior assumption of
the space group.

Deformation procedures, initially adopt-
ed for treating biomolecules, have now
been applied to predict crystal structures
without making use of ancillary informa-
tion such as the space group (18). In this
work the diffusion equation method (DEM)
and DSM (Appendix, part B were used to
predict the crystal structures of hexasulfur
and benzene, which were treated as rigid
molecules (18). After fixing only the mo-
lecular geometry and the interaction poten-
tial, the unit cell dimensions, space groups,
and the number of molecules in the unit cell
were all computed, and the experimental
crystal structures were successfully locat-
ed. For benzene, the calculation succeeded
even when the number of molecules in the
unit cell was set to twice the experimental
value, which made the global optimization
problem considerably harder.

Genetic algorithms have also been applied
to analyze powder diffraction data, which
does not require an intermolecular potential
at all. For example, Kariuki et al. correctly
predicted the previously unknown crystal
structure of ortho-thymotic acid (53). This
approach could prove very useful when sin-
gle crystals of sufficient size or quality for
routine structure solution are impossible to
obtain.

Biomolecules
Predicting the native structure of a protein
from its amino acid sequence alone is an
area of intense current research. The poten-
tial savings of experimental time and effort
alone have stimulated a number of ap-
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known structures of sequences that are sim-
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attraction basins

An attraction basin is a region of conformational space where from each point the same 
minimum is reached by local optimization.

increases somewhat with size, and so Fig. 3
does not correspond to the best possible
parameterization for each cluster. Some
more detailed statistics are presented in
Table 1 for selected sizes. These results
illustrate how difficult it is to find the
truncated octahedron for LJ38, and how
easy it is to find the Mackay icosahedron
for LJ55 (Fig. 1B).

It will certainly be possible to improve
upon these results by exploring the trans-
formed landscape more efficiently, or per-
haps by a quite different approach. One pos-
sibility is to find pathways by means of true
transition states (46). Another is to use mo-
lecular dynamics to simulate the system’s
evolution between minimizations. The opti-
mal algorithm in any given case is almost
certainly system-dependent and may involve
a combination of different methods. Unfortu-
nately, testing the efficiency of different al-
gorithms for nontrivial problems, such as
LJ38 and LJ75, is rather time-consuming.

Crystals
Crystal engineering is an important branch
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polymorphic, exhibiting alternative pack-
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dustry, where polymorphic “impurities”
can lead to undesirable physical properties,
which, for example, led to litigation surround-
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most probable crystal symmetries, close-
packing arguments, and statistical correla-
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ing has also been considered (50) and mo-
lecular dynamics techniques have enabled
solvent and kinetic effects to be simulated
(51). Williams (52) has approached this
global optimization problem by Monte
Carlo sampling to predict the crystal struc-

ture of benzene without prior assumption of
the space group.
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ed for treating biomolecules, have now
been applied to predict crystal structures
without making use of ancillary informa-
tion such as the space group (18). In this
work the diffusion equation method (DEM)
and DSM (Appendix, part B were used to
predict the crystal structures of hexasulfur
and benzene, which were treated as rigid
molecules (18). After fixing only the mo-
lecular geometry and the interaction poten-
tial, the unit cell dimensions, space groups,
and the number of molecules in the unit cell
were all computed, and the experimental
crystal structures were successfully locat-
ed. For benzene, the calculation succeeded
even when the number of molecules in the
unit cell was set to twice the experimental
value, which made the global optimization
problem considerably harder.

Genetic algorithms have also been applied
to analyze powder diffraction data, which
does not require an intermolecular potential
at all. For example, Kariuki et al. correctly
predicted the previously unknown crystal
structure of ortho-thymotic acid (53). This
approach could prove very useful when sin-
gle crystals of sufficient size or quality for
routine structure solution are impossible to
obtain.
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area of intense current research. The poten-
tial savings of experimental time and effort
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minimum with the MCM procedure for LJn up
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Projection

to a plane



Basin-hopping search of a PES

3. Exploring the Configurational Space

  
!R"!E "!R"#E "!R"#

Figure 3.2.: The principle of the basin-
hopping method. Depicted is
a model energy surface together
with its transformed landscape.
The green arrow indicates a trial
move performed on a local min-
imum, being followed by a lo-
cal structural relaxation (red ar-
rows).

with R0 being the maximum step width
and rand being a random number be-
tween zero and one.

With the basin-hopping scheme, Wales
et al. identified in 1999 all hith-
erto known global minima of Lennard-
Jones(LJ)-clusters containing up to 110
atoms and additionally new ones. The
LJ38 is a well-known example of a double-
funnel PES [37], that contains an icosahe-
dral funnel with a large free energy, and
an fcc funnel with a comparably smaller
free energy but leading to the global mini-
mum. The unmodified surface yields only
a small overlap in the canonical occupa-
tion probabilities with respect to the tem-
perature, so that the system is likely to
get trapped in the wrong funnel. Trans-
forming the PES like in the basin-hopping scheme, however, results in a broadening of
the overlap region, and enables the system to climb out of the wrong funnel [37, 38] .
Hence, it is not only the alleviated interbasin transition due to the removal of the tran-
sitions state regions, but also the easier transition between different funnels because of
the modified thermodynamics that make up for the success of the basin-hopping scheme.

3.2.3. Genetic Algorithms

  

Figure 3.3.: Mating between two parent
structures generating a child.
After the mating, the new child
is locally relaxed.

The name of this class of algorithms
comes from the mimicked Darwinistic
principle of the survival of the fittest
[39, 40]. Contrary to the basin-hopping
scheme, the starting point is a population
of randomly generated cluster structures
instead of a single initial configuration.
New cluster structures are hereby gener-
ated by choosing two candidate structures
from the population, the parents, which
are then mated to create a child. The
mating has thereby to be appropriately
designed to preserve structural properties
of the parents during the mating proce-
dure. A common choice for that is to cut
the parent structures by a plane that is randomly oriented and cross the resulting halfs
followed by a relaxation to generate a child (see Fig. 3.3). Local structural motifs from
different points on the PES are therewith combined instead of performing a pure local

35

starting structure

local minimum N

local optimization

escape

Picture from R. Gehrke’s PhD thesis

Projection/escape based on 
torsional modes, random, 
molecular dynamics, or …

Iterate until  
convergence  
criterion met



acceptance
… if energy  

criterion met

escape

t

E

S. Goedecker J Chem Phys 120, 9911 (2004)  
doi: 10.1063/1.1724816

evaluation
1. back to current 
2. into previous 
3. new minimum

other minimum that had already been visited. If the simula-
tion starts to ‘‘walk’’ around between minima that were al-
ready visited, Ekinetic will be increased at each molecular
dynamics restart until enough energy is available to cross
into a new unexplored region of the discrete configurational
space. This procedure does not restrict repeated visits to stra-
tegic transition basins between several basins. If such a mini-
mum of a transition basin is revisited after extensively and
repeatedly exploring some funnel, the simulation will arrive
at the transition state with a large value of Ekinetic and it will
therefore go on to other states that are far away from this
transition basin. This is a very desirable effect.

In order to decide whether Ekinetic will be increased or
decreased we have to keep track of all the minima visited
previously. In the context of force field calculations, where
the energy of a configuration can be determined with arbi-
trary accuracy, the configuration can be identified only by
their energy. Introducing a history evidently destroys the
Markovian character of the simulation. However, this is not a
disadvantage since we do not intend to generate any thermo-
dynamic distribution.

A flowchart of the algorithm is shown below. It contains
five parameters. !1 and !2 determine how rapidly Ediff is
increased or decreased in the case where a new configuration
is rejected or accepted. "1 , "2 , and "3 determine how rap-
idly Ekinetic is modified depending on the outcome of an es-
cape trial.

initialize a current minimum ‘Mcurrent’
MDstart

ESCAPE TRIAL PART
start a MD trajectory with kinetic energy Ekinetic
from current minimum ‘Mcurrent’. Once the
potential reaches the mdmin-th minimum
along the trajectory stop MD and optimize
geometry to find the closest local minimum ‘M’
if (‘M’ equals ‘Mcurrent’) then
Ekinetic=Ekinetic!betal (betal>1)
goto MDstart

else if (‘M’ equals a minimum visited previously)
then
Ekinetic=Ekinetic!beta2 (beta2>1)
goto MDstart

else if (‘M’ equals a new minimum) then
Ekinetic=Ekinetic!beta3 (beta3<1)

endif
DOWNWARD PREFERENCE PART
if (energy(‘M’)–energy(‘Mcurrent’)<Ediff) then
accept new minimum: ‘Mcurrent’=‘M’
add ‘Mcurrent’ to history list
Ediff=Ediff!alpha1 (alpha1<1)

else if rejected
Ediff=Ediff!alpha2 (alpha2>1)

endif
goto MDstart

In the simulations, which will be presented later, the val-
ues "1!"2!1/"3!1.05 and !1!1/!2!1.02 were used. In-
creasing "2 or "3 leads to a less thorough search. With the
above-mentioned values the simulations never failed to find

the minimum. With increased values the global minimum is
found faster in the cases where it is found, but there are also
cases where it can be missed. After the system has explored
the low energy configurations it starts to explore higher en-
ergy regions. This is a consequence of the fact that Ekinetic is
increased whenever a known low energy configuration is re-
visited. This increase is a necessary condition for the success
of the minima hopping method and it is encountered if
"2

!1!2"3#1. Once Ekinetic has increased significantly, the
simulation should be stopped because the global minimum
was most likely found if the search was thorough enough. If
the simulation is not stopped a nonperiodic system will fi-
nally explode.

IV. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BELL–EVANS–POLANYI
PRINCIPLE FOR GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION

The Bell–Evans–Polanyi principle8 states that highly
exothermic chemical reactions have a low activation energy.
In our language this means that it is more likely to find a low
energy local minimum if one crosses from the current basin
over a low barrier into a new basin than if one overcomes a
high barrier. As a matter of fact, the Bell–Evans–Polanyi
principle is more likely to be well satisfied in the context of
global optimization than in the context of single chemical
reactions. In the context of global optimization it has to hold
only in an average sense and not for each individual barrier
crossing. A difference is that the Bell–Evans–Polanyi prin-
ciple is a statement about the true physical transition state,
i.e., about the lowest barrier separating two basins. In the
context of global optimization one crosses usually not from
one basin to another via the exact transition state but over a
higher energy barrier. Nevertheless the Bell–Evans–Polanyi
principle should hold equally well for reaction paths that are
not going through the exact physical transition state. The
basic assumption of the Bell–Evans–Polanyi principle,
namely that the potential energy landscape along the reaction
path can be approximated by two parabolas centered at the
two minima $Fig. 1%, is valid for any reasonable reaction path
that does not involve enormous barriers.

FIG. 1. Illustration of the Bell–Evans–Polanyi principle. The potential en-
ergy is described by two parabolas. The transition state is the intersection of
both parabolas. Evidently the transition state is raised if the local minima on
the right-hand side is raised $dashed line% and vice versa.
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five parameters. !1 and !2 determine how rapidly Ediff is
increased or decreased in the case where a new configuration
is rejected or accepted. "1 , "2 , and "3 determine how rap-
idly Ekinetic is modified depending on the outcome of an es-
cape trial.

initialize a current minimum ‘Mcurrent’
MDstart

ESCAPE TRIAL PART
start a MD trajectory with kinetic energy Ekinetic
from current minimum ‘Mcurrent’. Once the
potential reaches the mdmin-th minimum
along the trajectory stop MD and optimize
geometry to find the closest local minimum ‘M’
if (‘M’ equals ‘Mcurrent’) then
Ekinetic=Ekinetic!betal (betal>1)
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else if (‘M’ equals a minimum visited previously)
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else if rejected
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In the simulations, which will be presented later, the val-
ues "1!"2!1/"3!1.05 and !1!1/!2!1.02 were used. In-
creasing "2 or "3 leads to a less thorough search. With the
above-mentioned values the simulations never failed to find

the minimum. With increased values the global minimum is
found faster in the cases where it is found, but there are also
cases where it can be missed. After the system has explored
the low energy configurations it starts to explore higher en-
ergy regions. This is a consequence of the fact that Ekinetic is
increased whenever a known low energy configuration is re-
visited. This increase is a necessary condition for the success
of the minima hopping method and it is encountered if
"2

!1!2"3#1. Once Ekinetic has increased significantly, the
simulation should be stopped because the global minimum
was most likely found if the search was thorough enough. If
the simulation is not stopped a nonperiodic system will fi-
nally explode.

IV. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BELL–EVANS–POLANYI
PRINCIPLE FOR GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION

The Bell–Evans–Polanyi principle8 states that highly
exothermic chemical reactions have a low activation energy.
In our language this means that it is more likely to find a low
energy local minimum if one crosses from the current basin
over a low barrier into a new basin than if one overcomes a
high barrier. As a matter of fact, the Bell–Evans–Polanyi
principle is more likely to be well satisfied in the context of
global optimization than in the context of single chemical
reactions. In the context of global optimization it has to hold
only in an average sense and not for each individual barrier
crossing. A difference is that the Bell–Evans–Polanyi prin-
ciple is a statement about the true physical transition state,
i.e., about the lowest barrier separating two basins. In the
context of global optimization one crosses usually not from
one basin to another via the exact transition state but over a
higher energy barrier. Nevertheless the Bell–Evans–Polanyi
principle should hold equally well for reaction paths that are
not going through the exact physical transition state. The
basic assumption of the Bell–Evans–Polanyi principle,
namely that the potential energy landscape along the reaction
path can be approximated by two parabolas centered at the
two minima $Fig. 1%, is valid for any reasonable reaction path
that does not involve enormous barriers.

FIG. 1. Illustration of the Bell–Evans–Polanyi principle. The potential en-
ergy is described by two parabolas. The transition state is the intersection of
both parabolas. Evidently the transition state is raised if the local minima on
the right-hand side is raised $dashed line% and vice versa.
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Typical application: Si crystal, empirical potential

also does not have an acceptance/rejection step that gives a
preference toward lower energy configurations.

VI. NUMERICAL TESTS

Doye and Wales have studied Lennard-Jones clusters in
great detail and mapped out the structure of their local
minima configurations.9 Their disconnectivity graphs for
these systems allow one to predict very well whether the
global minimum of a system is difficult or easy to find. As a
consequence of these detailed investigations the Lennard-
Jones cluster can be considered as a benchmark system for
any new global minimization algorithm. The minima hop-
ping method was therefore also applied to these clusters and
the putative global minimum found by Doye and co-workers
was easily rediscovered in all cases as shown in Fig. 4 for the
38-atom cluster. On a Pentium based PC the average run
time varied between a few minutes for the 38-atom cluster to
a few hours for the 75-atom cluster. The run time depends of
course sensitively on implementation details and in particular
on the quality of the local minimization algorithm. When
comparing with similar methods, other more objective mea-
sures will therefore be used in the following.

The performance of the minima hopping method was
also compared with the performance of the basin hopping
method using exactly the same type of moves, namely ran-
dom displacements.16 For a simple funnel structure, as in the
19-atom Lennard-Jones cluster, the performance of both
methods is quite similar. For a system with two deep funnels
minima hopping is superior since it climbs out of the wrong
funnel much faster. Averaging again over 100 runs for the
38-atom cluster, basin hopping visited some 75 000 minima
before falling into the global minimum, compared to 34 000

for minima hopping !Table I". For the basin hopping run we
choose the temperature that gives the fastest success and
which corresponds to 1.2 energy units.

To test our algorithms for more difficult systems with
more atoms we turned to silicon as described by the EDIP
interatomic potential.17 This system has the advantage that
the global minimum is known for any number of atoms. The
ground state is the perfect crystal. The simulations were
started using an entirely wrong simple cubic crystal struc-
ture, where each silicon atom has six nearest neighbors in-
stead of four. With fixed cell size the silicon systems have
wrong funnels that contain a very large number of minima.
Physically the local minimum at the bottom of a wrong fun-
nel corresponds to a perfect silicon crystal that is rotated with
respect to the correct lattice vectors as shown in Fig. 5 for
the case of a 64-atom crystal. Rotating the crystal in the
correct position is not possible with periodic boundary con-
ditions. So the crystal has to become amorphous before it can
it can recrystallize in the correct position. This obviously
requires overcoming very high barriers.

We applied the minima hopping method to 64- and 216-
atom crystals and always found the ground state. These sys-
tem sizes are nearly two orders of magnitude larger than the
crystalline systems for which up to now the global minimum
was found by simulation.18 For the silicon systems it turned
out that it is impossible to find the global ground state with-
out our history feedback mechanism. Both basin hopping as
well as simulated annealing methods fail20 for this system.
They all get stuck in the astronomically large number of
amorphous local minima. Figure 6 illustrates how minima
hopping succeeds in finding the global minimum. The algo-
rithm first goes down fairly smoothly. Since it is not difficult
to find new lower energy minima both Ekinetic and Ediff are
relatively small. Once the algorithm has arrived at the bot-
tom of a wrong funnel !after some 2.2 million minima", con-
figurations begin to be revisited frequently and Ekinetic starts
to increase. Because of the violent moves the new configu-
rations are on average higher in energy and Ediff has to in-
crease as well. This is clearly visible as some broadening of
the energy history curve. At some point the algorithm has
finally climbed out of the wrong funnel and has arrived at the
correct funnel. The system then collapses very rapidly into
the global ground state after having visited some 4 million
minima. Note that this number is very small compared to the

FIG. 5. A crystal that is rotated slightly with respect to the ground state of
a silicon crystal !left panel" together with the true ground state !right panel".

FIG. 6. The history of all the minima visited in the
search for the ground state of a 216 atom silicon crystal
using the minima hopping method. The energy was
shifted such that the ground state has energy 0.
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these systems allow one to predict very well whether the
global minimum of a system is difficult or easy to find. As a
consequence of these detailed investigations the Lennard-
Jones cluster can be considered as a benchmark system for
any new global minimization algorithm. The minima hop-
ping method was therefore also applied to these clusters and
the putative global minimum found by Doye and co-workers
was easily rediscovered in all cases as shown in Fig. 4 for the
38-atom cluster. On a Pentium based PC the average run
time varied between a few minutes for the 38-atom cluster to
a few hours for the 75-atom cluster. The run time depends of
course sensitively on implementation details and in particular
on the quality of the local minimization algorithm. When
comparing with similar methods, other more objective mea-
sures will therefore be used in the following.

The performance of the minima hopping method was
also compared with the performance of the basin hopping
method using exactly the same type of moves, namely ran-
dom displacements.16 For a simple funnel structure, as in the
19-atom Lennard-Jones cluster, the performance of both
methods is quite similar. For a system with two deep funnels
minima hopping is superior since it climbs out of the wrong
funnel much faster. Averaging again over 100 runs for the
38-atom cluster, basin hopping visited some 75 000 minima
before falling into the global minimum, compared to 34 000

for minima hopping !Table I". For the basin hopping run we
choose the temperature that gives the fastest success and
which corresponds to 1.2 energy units.

To test our algorithms for more difficult systems with
more atoms we turned to silicon as described by the EDIP
interatomic potential.17 This system has the advantage that
the global minimum is known for any number of atoms. The
ground state is the perfect crystal. The simulations were
started using an entirely wrong simple cubic crystal struc-
ture, where each silicon atom has six nearest neighbors in-
stead of four. With fixed cell size the silicon systems have
wrong funnels that contain a very large number of minima.
Physically the local minimum at the bottom of a wrong fun-
nel corresponds to a perfect silicon crystal that is rotated with
respect to the correct lattice vectors as shown in Fig. 5 for
the case of a 64-atom crystal. Rotating the crystal in the
correct position is not possible with periodic boundary con-
ditions. So the crystal has to become amorphous before it can
it can recrystallize in the correct position. This obviously
requires overcoming very high barriers.

We applied the minima hopping method to 64- and 216-
atom crystals and always found the ground state. These sys-
tem sizes are nearly two orders of magnitude larger than the
crystalline systems for which up to now the global minimum
was found by simulation.18 For the silicon systems it turned
out that it is impossible to find the global ground state with-
out our history feedback mechanism. Both basin hopping as
well as simulated annealing methods fail20 for this system.
They all get stuck in the astronomically large number of
amorphous local minima. Figure 6 illustrates how minima
hopping succeeds in finding the global minimum. The algo-
rithm first goes down fairly smoothly. Since it is not difficult
to find new lower energy minima both Ekinetic and Ediff are
relatively small. Once the algorithm has arrived at the bot-
tom of a wrong funnel !after some 2.2 million minima", con-
figurations begin to be revisited frequently and Ekinetic starts
to increase. Because of the violent moves the new configu-
rations are on average higher in energy and Ediff has to in-
crease as well. This is clearly visible as some broadening of
the energy history curve. At some point the algorithm has
finally climbed out of the wrong funnel and has arrived at the
correct funnel. The system then collapses very rapidly into
the global ground state after having visited some 4 million
minima. Note that this number is very small compared to the
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search for the ground state of a 216 atom silicon crystal
using the minima hopping method. The energy was
shifted such that the ground state has energy 0.
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Molecular dynamics based samplingHow to get (classical) trajectories?

Molecular dynamics
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Simulated annealing

3. Exploring the Configurational Space

minima, the computational burden therefore quickly becomes unfeasible which connects
to the famous Levinthals paradox according to which a protein would never reach its
native state within the lifetime of universe in view of the tremendous number of different
local minima [7, 8]. Correspondingly, one possible way out is that the global topology
can serve as a guidance for the system to reach the global minimum. As already stated
in the previous chapter, single-funnel systems are benign topologies in this sense.

One key ingredient of any sampling algorithm is the way new structures are generated.
This so-called trial move corresponds to a jump of the system in the configurational
space. A simple method for that is to randomly displace the atomic positions. After
such a jump, a criterium is required which decides whether this new structure is preferred
and the search should continue from there or if it should rather be discarded. Such an
acceptance criterium is typically based upon the total energy, being a natural choice
since it is the quantity to optimize. Of course, there is no need to confine to a single
sequential run. Multiple search sequences can be performed and information can be
exchanged to thus combine structures from different positions on the PES instead of a
purely local search. The number of serial runs and the special scheme to cross them
are examples of the large number of technical parameters that make up for the huge
diversity of different optimization schemes of which the most archetypal ones will be
described in the following.

3.2.1. Simulated Annealing

A classical optimization algorithm applied to many fields is the simulated annealing
scheme that resorts to methods of statistical mechanics and is based upon the Metropolis-
algorithm [29, 30]. Starting from an arbitrary configuration with a total energy E, a new
structure is generated by randomly displacing the atoms, leading to a change of the total
energy ∆E. If the energy has decreased, i.e. ∆E < 0, the new structure is accepted and
used as starting point for the next step. In the opposite case, however, the structure is not
discarded unconditionally, but accepted with a probability of P (∆E) = exp(−∆E/kBT ).
According to Metropolis, this acceptance criterium thus generates a canonical ensemble
of atomic configurations at T . At zero temperature, only isomers that are lower in energy
would be accepted which would be an intuitive choice at first glance since the system is
thereby pushed towards the ground state. However, the system is then likely to get stuck
in the wrong minimum. A finite temperature allows instead for controlled uphill steps
thus enabling the system to get out of local minima. Starting from a high temperature,
the system is then successively cooled down according to an annealing schedule. Coupled
to the temperature are the random displacements of the individual atoms ∆Rα that obey
a Gaussian distribution in the classical simulated annealing scheme [31]:

p(∆Rα) ∝ exp
!

−(∆Rα)2/T
"

(3.9)

With decreasing temperature, the step width is therewith reduced thus freezing the
system in the ground state. The cooling rate needs to be inverse logarithmic in time to
assure convergence
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Molecular dynamics as well as minima 
hopping (with MD escape) involve many 
energy function calls and force evaluations. 
This works well with (cheap) empirical 
potentials, but with DFT things are a bit more 
involved.


… Can we do something else?
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Buckyballs for example

improve the efficiency of the search by biasing it towards finding low energy structures. This

makes it possible to perform more comprehensive searches with larger numbers of atoms.

Imposing chemical ideas: Extensive knowledge of the chemistry of a system is often available,

even if we know little about the actual structures which are favoured. Under these circumstances

one can use chemical ideas to bias the searching. We already mentioned the idea of choosing

initial structures composed of molecular units, and other examples of imposing chemical ideas

are discussed in Section 7.3. Even if the system is non-molecular it is often possible to use

chemical units to increase the efficiency of the search. For example, if one is interested in

structures of gallium arsenide one can make initial structures from Ga–As units. This has the

effect of making the densities of the Ga and As atoms much more uniform than a random

structure, which becomes increasingly important for larger system sizes. Another important

chemical idea is that of coordination number. For example, we can generate initial structures

of carbon with sp2 bonding by creating random structures and rejecting all those which are not

3-fold coordinated, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Left: A structure built by placing carbon atoms randomly within a small sub-box,

subject to symmetry constraints. Random structures were generated and then screened to

determine whether the atoms were three-fold coordinated. If not, the structure was rejected and

another one was generated. Right: relaxation of this structure within DFT gave the well-known

C60 “buckyball”

Imposing symmetry: As noted in Section 7.2, minima with very low or very high energies

tend to correspond to symmetrical structures. Imposing a degree of symmetry on the initial

structures and maintaining it during relaxation therefore eliminates a large amount of the PES

while (hopefully) still allowing the global minimum energy structure to be found. We implement

this strategy by searching randomly over all space groups with Ns symmetry operations. Such

a search also allows structures to relax into space groups which are super-groups of those with

Ns symmetry operations. Symmetry constraints have often been used in searching for crys-

talline polymorphs composed of small molecules such as the drug molecules developed within

the pharmaceutical industry [21].

Using experimental data: We already mentioned the possibility of using experimental data to

bias the searching in Sections 7.1 and 7.2. It may turn out that a powder diffraction spectrum is

obtained with quite a few well defined peaks which, however, are insufficient for a full structural

determination. In such cases it is often possible to determine the dimensions of the unit cell
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A genetic algorithm-based method has been designed and shown to be effective for the conformation searching
of unbranched alkanes. A measure of diversity is defined and used to investigate the best parameter settings.
Except for very short alkanes, genetic algorithms are very much more effective than Monte Carlo searches.
The procedure can be used for molecules other than unbranched alkanes, and PM-toxin A is used as an
example for which the method works well.

INTRODUCTION

Exploration of the conformational space of molecules is
an important and intrinsically difficult process.1-3 For
flexible molecules, the process may be prohibitively difficult,
even for quite small systems. The folding of peptides and
other biological polymers can only be understood by studying
fairly large molecules, because short oligopeptides do not
show secondary or tertiary structure. Unbranched alkanes
alter their ground-state properties from being extended to
being folded once they pass a certain size,4 and so they are
the simplest examples of this class of molecules. Accurate
force field parameters for alkanes are available, and so the
difficulty of this sort of exploration lies only in the
conformation search and not in the force field. For this study
we have used the MM2* force field5 as implemented in
MacroModel.6
Genetic algorithms have shown great promise in confor-

mation searching.7 They have already been used to study
alkane conformations,8 but this earlier work only investigated
short alkanes for which the global minimum will be the
extended conformation.4 Longer alkane chains have folded
global minima, which are harder to find. Will genetic
algorithms be effective in investigating the conformation
space of such systems?

METHODS

The genetic algorithm program follows standard proce-
dures.9 Conformations of the alkanes differ principally in
their dihedral angles, and so the “chromosome” for the
genetic algorithm consists of a string of real numbers
corresponding to the dihedral angles of the alkane in
sequence. The program is limited to unbranched alkanes,
so the mapping of dihedral angles to numbers in the string
is straightforward. The program starts by randomly generat-
ing a pool of conformations. By default, this contains 10
different geometries. The “fitness” of each conformation is
then calculated by minimization of each using MacroModel
and the MM2* force field and using the energy of the
minimized structure as the measure of fitness. This evalu-
ation of fitness alters the chromosome for each structure, as
the dihedral angles may change during the process. This
evaluation may be regarded as corresponding to a La-

marckian view of evolution,10 but the changes introduced
tend not to be very large and the structures of interest are
the minima.
The algorithm is illustrated as a flowchart in Figure 1.

Each new generation is produced by combining and mutating
the chromosomes of the present pool of conformations. First,
the chromosomes are altered using a crossover operation:
two chromosomes are selected, the position at which to break
the chromosomes is chosen, then each is split into two at
this position. The pieces are recombined to form two new
chromosomes. The choice of chromosomes for crossover
is decided by a roulette-based method: the chance of a

Figure 1. The genetic algorithm procedure.
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correlated with the overall number of conformers listed in
Table 3.
Conformational Coverage. A key point in our approach is

to reproduce the known energy hierarchies of the reference
systems. For each of the investigated compounds, we randomly
choose 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 runs (from the pool of 50 runs),
merge the results, and check how many structures have been
found. We repeat this procedure 10 000 times and present the
results in Figure 4.

It is evident that for dipeptides with a small number of
reference minima (alanine and glycine) we obtain very good
results, i.e. a very good coverage of conformational space,
already with five repeats of the GA runs. For dipeptides with a
slightly higher number of minima (phenylalanine and valine) at
least 10 runs of the GA are needed to obtain a good result. For
the remaining dipeptides, the GA is not able to find all of the
reference minima, even with 25 GA runs. However, the
coverage of the reference hierarchy with 20 GA runs is always
higher than 80%. We next inspect in more detail which of the
amino acid dipeptides’ reference minima were missed. To this
end we investigate the actual difference between the reference
hierarchy and the hierarchy obtained from the 50 GA runs; see
Figure 5. Although our search strategy misses a few of the
reference structures even when 50 repeats of the GA search are
performed, the first missed structure has a relative energy
higher than 0.2 eV. This in turn means that no low-energy
structures are being missed. Furthermore, there are multiple
newly predicted structures that were not present in the
reference data set (Figure 5). It should be noted that,

considering the fact that the investigated GA runs are rather
short, the random component of the search (randomly
initialized populations) contributes to the good results of the
search.

Parameter Sensitivity. In order to check the robustness of
the default run parameters, several alternative settings were
tested for the isoleucine dipeptide. The tested parameters
include (i) the impact of the selection mechanism (roulette
wheel, reverse roulette wheel, random), (ii) the effect of
decreasing the cutoff for blacklisting from the default value of
0.2 to 0.05 Å, and (iii) the increase of the maximal number of
iterations from the default 10 to 15, 20, and 25. For cases (i)
and (ii), 100 GA runs were performed for each of the settings.
In order to assess the effect of the number of iterations, 100
runs with a maximal number of iterations equal to 25 have been
performed and subsequently only considered up to a maximum
of 15, 20, and 25 maximum iterations. Additionally, 50 GA runs
with a maximal number of iterations equal to 100 were
performed. In all mentioned cases convergence criteria were
evaluated after each iteration, starting from the iter_limit_conv
= 10th iteration.
We find that none of the three selection mechanisms has a

distinct impact on the probability for finding the global
minimum or quality of the conformational coverage. Similarly,
no substantial change was observed upon the decrease of the
blacklisting cutoff. The probability value for finding the global
minimum as well as the number of found reference minima
increases with increased number of iterations. This is simply
due to the increased number of trials for sampling the
conformational space. Table 5 summarizes the probability to
find the global minimum in one run with different settings.
Detailed data about the conformational coverage is given in
Figure S2.

Evaluation of the Computational Performance. The
accuracy of a search/sampling strategy is its most crucial
feature. Nevertheless, its computational cost plays a significant

Table 4. Average (from 50 GA Runs) Probability for Finding
the Energy Global Minimum in a Given Run with 25 Locally
Optimized Conformers

molecule Gly Ala Phe Val Trp Leu Ile

TDOFs 4 4 6 5 6 6 6
probability for
global
minimum (/1
run)

0.82 0.79 0.53 0.60 0.22 0.20 0.10

Figure 4. Number of minima found by the GA for seven amino acid
dipeptides. The horizontal lines depict the total number of minima for
the given compound as predicted by Ropo et al.83 From a total of 50
GA runs, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 GA runs were randomly selected and
the found structures were counted. This procedure was repeated
10 000 times and the resulting distributions are summarized in box
plots. The line inside the box is the median, and the bottom and the
top of the box are given by the lower (Q0.25) and upper (Q0.75)
quartile. The length of the whisker is given by 1.5 × (Q0.75 − Q0.25).
Outliers (any data not included between the whiskers) are plotted as a
cross.

Figure 5. Difference hierarchies for the amino acid dipeptides. Red
lines depict structures from the reference data set that were not found
by the GA. Green lines depict structures found by the GA that were
absent in the reference data set. Gray lines depict structures from the
reference data set that were found by the GA. The results from all 50
GA runs for each dipeptide were taken into account.
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role in practical applications. To this end, we quantify the total
cost of the GA runs in terms of force evaluations required in the
local geometry optimizations. The number of force evaluations,
i.e. most expensive steps in the algorithm, is a suitable measure
for the computational cost. One force evaluation requires
approximately between 1 (glycine) to 3 (tryptophan) CPU
minutes. We quantify the number of force evaluations required
by the GA for reproducing 85% of the reference hierarchy and
present the results in Table 6. The table also includes the

number of force evaluations required only in the replica-
exchange MD refinement step of the reference search (the
number of force evaluations required for the geometry
optimizations is not even included).
Mycophenolic Acid. In the following we utilize as

reference a set of structures that is a result of merging all
structures found by three techniques: 3208 structures from 50
GA runs, 3200 random structures, and 2094 structures
generated with Confab. We define the following subsets: (i)
“GA” is a random selection of 25 GA runs (approximately 1600
structures); (ii) “SYS (CONFAB)” is a set of all 2094 structures
generated in the systematic search; and (iii) “RANDOM” is a
random selection of 1600 structures generated in the random
search. For the performance evaluation we count how many of
the reference structures can be found by the respective search
technique. This procedure was repeated 1000 times for each of
the energy cutoffs. The results are shown in Figure 6. More
details can be found in Table S1.
All of the search techniques found the same global minimum

several times. In case if no energy cutoff is applied, none of the
searches is able to find all local minima in the conformational
space (i.e., more calculation would be needed). With a
decreasing energy cutoff, an improved coverage of the

conformational space can be observed. The fact that the GA
is a global optimization techniques is clearly visible as it
performs better in the low-energy (<0.2 eV) region, whereas
the random and systematic search perform uniformly but not
perfectly independent of the energy cutoff used for the
evaluation.
In order to show the wide and routine applicability of our

first-principles structure search approach, we have performed
short exploratory structure searches (only three GA runs each)
to eight drug-like ligands from the Astex Diverse Set, which is
widely utilized to assess the performance of, for example,
conformer generators. The molecules vary in the size (15−32
heavy atoms) and number of rotatable bonds (6−13). A
detailed analysis of this study is shown in the Supporting
Information. In brief we find that in all eight instances a diverse
pool of conformers can be generated. In each case, a conformer
is found that is similar to the protein-bound ligand from the X-
ray structure with an RMSD of 1.5 Å. In six of the eight
instances, they are similar to RMSD values of less than 0.9 Å.
Exploratory first-principles structure searches have a potential
application in in silico protein−ligand studies:59 the compar-
ison of the structural space of the isolated ligand and the
structure realized by the protein-bound ligand might reveal
details about the binding process, for example whether the
binding mechanism follows more the conformational-selection
or induced-fit type. In contrast to many of the quicker (but
simpler) established conformer generators, the first-principles
energetics that we obtain here are not dependent on initial
parametrizations and thus the method is in principle applicable
throughout chemical space. It is important to note that, in this
test, our goal was not to provide a converged GA search for

Table 5. Probability of Finding the Global Minimum of
Isoleucine in One Run for Different Setupsa

setup
probability of finding the global

minimum (per run)

default 0.17
selection
mechanism

roulette wheel
reverse

0.18

random 0.13
max. number of
iterations

15 (13) 0.20
20 (15) 0.25
25 (16) 0.25
100 (22) 0.46

cutoff for
blacklisting

0.05 Å 0.14

aThe default settings include roulette wheel selection mechanism, 0.2
Å cut-off for the blacklisting and maximal number of iteration equal to
10. The numbers in brackets denote the mean number of iterations
needed for convergence.

Table 6. Comparison of the Computational Cost: Amino
Acid Dipeptidesa

total number of force evaluations [× 103]

Gly Ala Phe Val Trp Leu Ile

GA (at least 85%
reproduction of
the reference
hierarchy)

11 12 29 24 60 68 61

reference 380 400 480 440 500 460 460
aThe cost is given in the total number of force evaluations [× 103].

Figure 6. Share of the reference number of structures found by three
search techniques: GA (blue circles), random search (red squares),
and systematic search with Confab (black triangles) as a function of
the applied energy cutoff. Energy values are given in electronvolts and,
in parentheses, also in kilojoules per mole.
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adjusting a part of the program to the specific needs of the used
software. Details are provided with the program’s documenta-
tion.
Reference Data. In order to evaluate the several aspects of

the performance of the implemented algorithm we use two sets
of reference data. The first reference data set (Amino acid
dipeptides) was extracted from a database of computational
data for the amino acid dipeptides. The second reference data
set (Mycophenolic acid) contains conformers of a drug-like
ligand that were obtained with three different search
techniques.
Amino Acid Dipeptides. The first reference data set contains

conformers of seven amino acid dipeptides82 (Figure 2) and
was extracted from a large database for amino acid dipeptide
structures generated in a combined basin-hopping/multi-
tempering based search. In that search (published in detail in
ref 83), the framework of the reference search can be divided
into a global search step and a refinement step. In the global
search, the basin hopping search technique together with an
empirical force field OPLS-AA was employed to perform the
initial scan of the PES. The identified energy minima were
relaxed at the PBE+vdW level with light computational settings
in FHI-aims. In the refinement step, ab initio replica-exchange
molecular dynamics runs were performed to locally explore the
conformational space and to alleviate a potential bias of the
initial search of a force field PES. The resulting minima were
again optimized at the PBE+vdW level with tight computational
settings and with the tier 2 basis set.69 In order to compare to
our data, they were reoptimized with the same functional with
light computational settings, and the tier 1 basis set.69 After this
procedure, duplicates were removed from the set used for the
comparison with the GA results. For benchmarking the
performance of our search strategy for conformers predictions,
we consider all structures with a relative energy up to 0.4 eV.
These conformers define the reference energy hierarchy for
each of the selected dipeptides. We summarize some
characteristics and the number of conformers that were
considered in Table 3.

Mycophenolic Acid. From the Astex Diverse Set,84 a
collection of X-ray crystal structures of complexes containing
ligands from the Protein Data Bank (PDB), one example for a
drug-like ligand was selected. This molecule, mycophenolic acid
(target protein: 1MEH) has 43 atoms, 8 rotatable bonds, and 1
cis/trans bond (Figure 3).
Mycophenolic acid is a very flexible molecule. Even a coarse

systematic search with a grid of only 60° for the freely rotatable
torsions and 2 values (cis/trans) for the double bond and the
X−X−O−H torsions yields already 66 × 2 × 2 × 2 = 373 248
conformations to test. This makes this molecule a challenging

example to test the performance of three search techniques
(A−C below) in combination with first-principles methods.

(A) Genetic Algorithm. 50 independent GA runs with
following settings, max_iter = 30, iter_limit_conv = 20, and
popsize = 10, were performed with Fafoom. A total of 3208
structures were generated.

(B) Random Search. 3200 random and clash-free structures
were generated with Fafoom and further relaxed with DFT.

(C) Systematic Search with Confab.11 First, 293 conformers
were generated with Confab (assessed via Open Babel, used
settings: RMSD cutoff = 0.65 and Energy cutoff = 15 kcal/
mol). In order to account for two different values for the cis/
trans bond and the X−X−O−H torsions (0° and 180°), eight
starting structures per each of the conformers generated with
Confab were considered. This procedure yields overall 2344
structures. After removing geometries with clashes, 2094
structures were subjected to DFT optimization.
Finally, all DFT optimized structures were merged to a

common pool and the duplicates were removed. For this, a
two-step criterion was used. First, the compared structures need
to have a torsional RMSD (tRMSD) lower than 0.1π rad.85

Second, the energy difference between the compared structures
cannot exceed 10 meV. If both criteria are met, the structure
that is higher in energy is labeled as “duplicate” and is removed
from the pool. In total, 1436 unique structures were found.
Table S1 shows the number of the obtained unique structures
depending on the applied energy cutoff.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the GA search is evaluated by the ability to
reproduce the reference energy hierarchies and to find the
global minimum. We performed multiple GA runs for the test
systems to test the impact of varying search settings.

Amino Acid Dipeptides. For each of the amino acid
dipeptides we performed 50 independent GA runs with 10
iterations (max_iter) each and a population size of 5
(popsize). One GA run with such settings requires popsize
+ 2 × iterations = 25 geometry optimizations at the PBE+vdW
level and yields 25 conformers.

Finding the Global Minimum. First we assess the
probability to find the global minimum (known from the
reference energy hierarchy) among them. We check how many
of the GA runs succeed in finding the global minimum and
subsequently calculate the probability for finding the global
minimum in one GA run and present the results in Table 4.
Table 4 illustrates how the magnitude of the sampling

problem does not only depend on the dimensionality, i.e. here
the number of TDOFs, but also on the chemical structure.
Phenylalanine and isoleucine are two interesting cases, both
have the same number of TDOFs and are of similar size, but
the probability of finding the global minimum with a single run
drops dramatically. The drop in probability is, of course,

Table 3. Reference Data Set: Seven Amino Acid Dipeptides

amino acid
dipeptide abbr

no. of
atoms

no. of rotatable
bonds + no. of cis/

trans bonds

no. of conformers
(below 0.4 eV ≈
38.6 kJ/mol)

glycine Gly 19 2 + 2 15 (15)
alanine Ala 22 2 + 2 28 (17)
phenylalanine Phe 32 4 + 2 64 (37)
valine Val 28 3 + 2 60 (40)
tryptophan Trp 36 4 + 2 141 (77)
leucine Leu 31 4 + 2 183 (103)
isoleucine Ile 31 4 + 2 176 (107)

Figure 3. Chemical structure of the selected ligand together with the
PDB-ID of the respective X-ray structure of the target protein.
Rotatable bonds are marked in red and the cis/trans bond is marked
with double arrows.
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correlated with the overall number of conformers listed in
Table 3.
Conformational Coverage. A key point in our approach is

to reproduce the known energy hierarchies of the reference
systems. For each of the investigated compounds, we randomly
choose 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 runs (from the pool of 50 runs),
merge the results, and check how many structures have been
found. We repeat this procedure 10 000 times and present the
results in Figure 4.

It is evident that for dipeptides with a small number of
reference minima (alanine and glycine) we obtain very good
results, i.e. a very good coverage of conformational space,
already with five repeats of the GA runs. For dipeptides with a
slightly higher number of minima (phenylalanine and valine) at
least 10 runs of the GA are needed to obtain a good result. For
the remaining dipeptides, the GA is not able to find all of the
reference minima, even with 25 GA runs. However, the
coverage of the reference hierarchy with 20 GA runs is always
higher than 80%. We next inspect in more detail which of the
amino acid dipeptides’ reference minima were missed. To this
end we investigate the actual difference between the reference
hierarchy and the hierarchy obtained from the 50 GA runs; see
Figure 5. Although our search strategy misses a few of the
reference structures even when 50 repeats of the GA search are
performed, the first missed structure has a relative energy
higher than 0.2 eV. This in turn means that no low-energy
structures are being missed. Furthermore, there are multiple
newly predicted structures that were not present in the
reference data set (Figure 5). It should be noted that,

considering the fact that the investigated GA runs are rather
short, the random component of the search (randomly
initialized populations) contributes to the good results of the
search.

Parameter Sensitivity. In order to check the robustness of
the default run parameters, several alternative settings were
tested for the isoleucine dipeptide. The tested parameters
include (i) the impact of the selection mechanism (roulette
wheel, reverse roulette wheel, random), (ii) the effect of
decreasing the cutoff for blacklisting from the default value of
0.2 to 0.05 Å, and (iii) the increase of the maximal number of
iterations from the default 10 to 15, 20, and 25. For cases (i)
and (ii), 100 GA runs were performed for each of the settings.
In order to assess the effect of the number of iterations, 100
runs with a maximal number of iterations equal to 25 have been
performed and subsequently only considered up to a maximum
of 15, 20, and 25 maximum iterations. Additionally, 50 GA runs
with a maximal number of iterations equal to 100 were
performed. In all mentioned cases convergence criteria were
evaluated after each iteration, starting from the iter_limit_conv
= 10th iteration.
We find that none of the three selection mechanisms has a

distinct impact on the probability for finding the global
minimum or quality of the conformational coverage. Similarly,
no substantial change was observed upon the decrease of the
blacklisting cutoff. The probability value for finding the global
minimum as well as the number of found reference minima
increases with increased number of iterations. This is simply
due to the increased number of trials for sampling the
conformational space. Table 5 summarizes the probability to
find the global minimum in one run with different settings.
Detailed data about the conformational coverage is given in
Figure S2.

Evaluation of the Computational Performance. The
accuracy of a search/sampling strategy is its most crucial
feature. Nevertheless, its computational cost plays a significant

Table 4. Average (from 50 GA Runs) Probability for Finding
the Energy Global Minimum in a Given Run with 25 Locally
Optimized Conformers

molecule Gly Ala Phe Val Trp Leu Ile

TDOFs 4 4 6 5 6 6 6
probability for
global
minimum (/1
run)

0.82 0.79 0.53 0.60 0.22 0.20 0.10

Figure 4. Number of minima found by the GA for seven amino acid
dipeptides. The horizontal lines depict the total number of minima for
the given compound as predicted by Ropo et al.83 From a total of 50
GA runs, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 GA runs were randomly selected and
the found structures were counted. This procedure was repeated
10 000 times and the resulting distributions are summarized in box
plots. The line inside the box is the median, and the bottom and the
top of the box are given by the lower (Q0.25) and upper (Q0.75)
quartile. The length of the whisker is given by 1.5 × (Q0.75 − Q0.25).
Outliers (any data not included between the whiskers) are plotted as a
cross.

Figure 5. Difference hierarchies for the amino acid dipeptides. Red
lines depict structures from the reference data set that were not found
by the GA. Green lines depict structures found by the GA that were
absent in the reference data set. Gray lines depict structures from the
reference data set that were found by the GA. The results from all 50
GA runs for each dipeptide were taken into account.
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Goal here is not only the 
global minimum, but the low 
energy ensemble.

role in practical applications. To this end, we quantify the total
cost of the GA runs in terms of force evaluations required in the
local geometry optimizations. The number of force evaluations,
i.e. most expensive steps in the algorithm, is a suitable measure
for the computational cost. One force evaluation requires
approximately between 1 (glycine) to 3 (tryptophan) CPU
minutes. We quantify the number of force evaluations required
by the GA for reproducing 85% of the reference hierarchy and
present the results in Table 6. The table also includes the

number of force evaluations required only in the replica-
exchange MD refinement step of the reference search (the
number of force evaluations required for the geometry
optimizations is not even included).
Mycophenolic Acid. In the following we utilize as

reference a set of structures that is a result of merging all
structures found by three techniques: 3208 structures from 50
GA runs, 3200 random structures, and 2094 structures
generated with Confab. We define the following subsets: (i)
“GA” is a random selection of 25 GA runs (approximately 1600
structures); (ii) “SYS (CONFAB)” is a set of all 2094 structures
generated in the systematic search; and (iii) “RANDOM” is a
random selection of 1600 structures generated in the random
search. For the performance evaluation we count how many of
the reference structures can be found by the respective search
technique. This procedure was repeated 1000 times for each of
the energy cutoffs. The results are shown in Figure 6. More
details can be found in Table S1.
All of the search techniques found the same global minimum

several times. In case if no energy cutoff is applied, none of the
searches is able to find all local minima in the conformational
space (i.e., more calculation would be needed). With a
decreasing energy cutoff, an improved coverage of the

conformational space can be observed. The fact that the GA
is a global optimization techniques is clearly visible as it
performs better in the low-energy (<0.2 eV) region, whereas
the random and systematic search perform uniformly but not
perfectly independent of the energy cutoff used for the
evaluation.
In order to show the wide and routine applicability of our

first-principles structure search approach, we have performed
short exploratory structure searches (only three GA runs each)
to eight drug-like ligands from the Astex Diverse Set, which is
widely utilized to assess the performance of, for example,
conformer generators. The molecules vary in the size (15−32
heavy atoms) and number of rotatable bonds (6−13). A
detailed analysis of this study is shown in the Supporting
Information. In brief we find that in all eight instances a diverse
pool of conformers can be generated. In each case, a conformer
is found that is similar to the protein-bound ligand from the X-
ray structure with an RMSD of 1.5 Å. In six of the eight
instances, they are similar to RMSD values of less than 0.9 Å.
Exploratory first-principles structure searches have a potential
application in in silico protein−ligand studies:59 the compar-
ison of the structural space of the isolated ligand and the
structure realized by the protein-bound ligand might reveal
details about the binding process, for example whether the
binding mechanism follows more the conformational-selection
or induced-fit type. In contrast to many of the quicker (but
simpler) established conformer generators, the first-principles
energetics that we obtain here are not dependent on initial
parametrizations and thus the method is in principle applicable
throughout chemical space. It is important to note that, in this
test, our goal was not to provide a converged GA search for

Table 5. Probability of Finding the Global Minimum of
Isoleucine in One Run for Different Setupsa

setup
probability of finding the global

minimum (per run)

default 0.17
selection
mechanism

roulette wheel
reverse

0.18

random 0.13
max. number of
iterations

15 (13) 0.20
20 (15) 0.25
25 (16) 0.25
100 (22) 0.46

cutoff for
blacklisting

0.05 Å 0.14

aThe default settings include roulette wheel selection mechanism, 0.2
Å cut-off for the blacklisting and maximal number of iteration equal to
10. The numbers in brackets denote the mean number of iterations
needed for convergence.

Table 6. Comparison of the Computational Cost: Amino
Acid Dipeptidesa

total number of force evaluations [× 103]

Gly Ala Phe Val Trp Leu Ile

GA (at least 85%
reproduction of
the reference
hierarchy)

11 12 29 24 60 68 61

reference 380 400 480 440 500 460 460
aThe cost is given in the total number of force evaluations [× 103].

Figure 6. Share of the reference number of structures found by three
search techniques: GA (blue circles), random search (red squares),
and systematic search with Confab (black triangles) as a function of
the applied energy cutoff. Energy values are given in electronvolts and,
in parentheses, also in kilojoules per mole.
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adjusting a part of the program to the specific needs of the used
software. Details are provided with the program’s documenta-
tion.
Reference Data. In order to evaluate the several aspects of

the performance of the implemented algorithm we use two sets
of reference data. The first reference data set (Amino acid
dipeptides) was extracted from a database of computational
data for the amino acid dipeptides. The second reference data
set (Mycophenolic acid) contains conformers of a drug-like
ligand that were obtained with three different search
techniques.
Amino Acid Dipeptides. The first reference data set contains

conformers of seven amino acid dipeptides82 (Figure 2) and
was extracted from a large database for amino acid dipeptide
structures generated in a combined basin-hopping/multi-
tempering based search. In that search (published in detail in
ref 83), the framework of the reference search can be divided
into a global search step and a refinement step. In the global
search, the basin hopping search technique together with an
empirical force field OPLS-AA was employed to perform the
initial scan of the PES. The identified energy minima were
relaxed at the PBE+vdW level with light computational settings
in FHI-aims. In the refinement step, ab initio replica-exchange
molecular dynamics runs were performed to locally explore the
conformational space and to alleviate a potential bias of the
initial search of a force field PES. The resulting minima were
again optimized at the PBE+vdW level with tight computational
settings and with the tier 2 basis set.69 In order to compare to
our data, they were reoptimized with the same functional with
light computational settings, and the tier 1 basis set.69 After this
procedure, duplicates were removed from the set used for the
comparison with the GA results. For benchmarking the
performance of our search strategy for conformers predictions,
we consider all structures with a relative energy up to 0.4 eV.
These conformers define the reference energy hierarchy for
each of the selected dipeptides. We summarize some
characteristics and the number of conformers that were
considered in Table 3.

Mycophenolic Acid. From the Astex Diverse Set,84 a
collection of X-ray crystal structures of complexes containing
ligands from the Protein Data Bank (PDB), one example for a
drug-like ligand was selected. This molecule, mycophenolic acid
(target protein: 1MEH) has 43 atoms, 8 rotatable bonds, and 1
cis/trans bond (Figure 3).
Mycophenolic acid is a very flexible molecule. Even a coarse

systematic search with a grid of only 60° for the freely rotatable
torsions and 2 values (cis/trans) for the double bond and the
X−X−O−H torsions yields already 66 × 2 × 2 × 2 = 373 248
conformations to test. This makes this molecule a challenging

example to test the performance of three search techniques
(A−C below) in combination with first-principles methods.

(A) Genetic Algorithm. 50 independent GA runs with
following settings, max_iter = 30, iter_limit_conv = 20, and
popsize = 10, were performed with Fafoom. A total of 3208
structures were generated.

(B) Random Search. 3200 random and clash-free structures
were generated with Fafoom and further relaxed with DFT.

(C) Systematic Search with Confab.11 First, 293 conformers
were generated with Confab (assessed via Open Babel, used
settings: RMSD cutoff = 0.65 and Energy cutoff = 15 kcal/
mol). In order to account for two different values for the cis/
trans bond and the X−X−O−H torsions (0° and 180°), eight
starting structures per each of the conformers generated with
Confab were considered. This procedure yields overall 2344
structures. After removing geometries with clashes, 2094
structures were subjected to DFT optimization.
Finally, all DFT optimized structures were merged to a

common pool and the duplicates were removed. For this, a
two-step criterion was used. First, the compared structures need
to have a torsional RMSD (tRMSD) lower than 0.1π rad.85

Second, the energy difference between the compared structures
cannot exceed 10 meV. If both criteria are met, the structure
that is higher in energy is labeled as “duplicate” and is removed
from the pool. In total, 1436 unique structures were found.
Table S1 shows the number of the obtained unique structures
depending on the applied energy cutoff.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the GA search is evaluated by the ability to
reproduce the reference energy hierarchies and to find the
global minimum. We performed multiple GA runs for the test
systems to test the impact of varying search settings.

Amino Acid Dipeptides. For each of the amino acid
dipeptides we performed 50 independent GA runs with 10
iterations (max_iter) each and a population size of 5
(popsize). One GA run with such settings requires popsize
+ 2 × iterations = 25 geometry optimizations at the PBE+vdW
level and yields 25 conformers.

Finding the Global Minimum. First we assess the
probability to find the global minimum (known from the
reference energy hierarchy) among them. We check how many
of the GA runs succeed in finding the global minimum and
subsequently calculate the probability for finding the global
minimum in one GA run and present the results in Table 4.
Table 4 illustrates how the magnitude of the sampling

problem does not only depend on the dimensionality, i.e. here
the number of TDOFs, but also on the chemical structure.
Phenylalanine and isoleucine are two interesting cases, both
have the same number of TDOFs and are of similar size, but
the probability of finding the global minimum with a single run
drops dramatically. The drop in probability is, of course,

Table 3. Reference Data Set: Seven Amino Acid Dipeptides

amino acid
dipeptide abbr

no. of
atoms

no. of rotatable
bonds + no. of cis/

trans bonds

no. of conformers
(below 0.4 eV ≈
38.6 kJ/mol)

glycine Gly 19 2 + 2 15 (15)
alanine Ala 22 2 + 2 28 (17)
phenylalanine Phe 32 4 + 2 64 (37)
valine Val 28 3 + 2 60 (40)
tryptophan Trp 36 4 + 2 141 (77)
leucine Leu 31 4 + 2 183 (103)
isoleucine Ile 31 4 + 2 176 (107)

Figure 3. Chemical structure of the selected ligand together with the
PDB-ID of the respective X-ray structure of the target protein.
Rotatable bonds are marked in red and the cis/trans bond is marked
with double arrows.
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Fafoom is interfaced to a few different energy functions, 
e.g. FHI-aims, NWChem 
Current directions of development: 

Mateusz Marianski has recently implemented ring 
puckers 
Dmitrii Maksimov implements DOFs to describe 
molecules on surfaces (i.e. orientation and position) and 
removes external dependencies



One thing we did not yet talk about … 
… how do we know when we are done?

No definitive answer, but usually convergence is 
considered to be reached if for N iterations no new 
structure was found.

also does not have an acceptance/rejection step that gives a
preference toward lower energy configurations.

VI. NUMERICAL TESTS

Doye and Wales have studied Lennard-Jones clusters in
great detail and mapped out the structure of their local
minima configurations.9 Their disconnectivity graphs for
these systems allow one to predict very well whether the
global minimum of a system is difficult or easy to find. As a
consequence of these detailed investigations the Lennard-
Jones cluster can be considered as a benchmark system for
any new global minimization algorithm. The minima hop-
ping method was therefore also applied to these clusters and
the putative global minimum found by Doye and co-workers
was easily rediscovered in all cases as shown in Fig. 4 for the
38-atom cluster. On a Pentium based PC the average run
time varied between a few minutes for the 38-atom cluster to
a few hours for the 75-atom cluster. The run time depends of
course sensitively on implementation details and in particular
on the quality of the local minimization algorithm. When
comparing with similar methods, other more objective mea-
sures will therefore be used in the following.

The performance of the minima hopping method was
also compared with the performance of the basin hopping
method using exactly the same type of moves, namely ran-
dom displacements.16 For a simple funnel structure, as in the
19-atom Lennard-Jones cluster, the performance of both
methods is quite similar. For a system with two deep funnels
minima hopping is superior since it climbs out of the wrong
funnel much faster. Averaging again over 100 runs for the
38-atom cluster, basin hopping visited some 75 000 minima
before falling into the global minimum, compared to 34 000

for minima hopping !Table I". For the basin hopping run we
choose the temperature that gives the fastest success and
which corresponds to 1.2 energy units.

To test our algorithms for more difficult systems with
more atoms we turned to silicon as described by the EDIP
interatomic potential.17 This system has the advantage that
the global minimum is known for any number of atoms. The
ground state is the perfect crystal. The simulations were
started using an entirely wrong simple cubic crystal struc-
ture, where each silicon atom has six nearest neighbors in-
stead of four. With fixed cell size the silicon systems have
wrong funnels that contain a very large number of minima.
Physically the local minimum at the bottom of a wrong fun-
nel corresponds to a perfect silicon crystal that is rotated with
respect to the correct lattice vectors as shown in Fig. 5 for
the case of a 64-atom crystal. Rotating the crystal in the
correct position is not possible with periodic boundary con-
ditions. So the crystal has to become amorphous before it can
it can recrystallize in the correct position. This obviously
requires overcoming very high barriers.

We applied the minima hopping method to 64- and 216-
atom crystals and always found the ground state. These sys-
tem sizes are nearly two orders of magnitude larger than the
crystalline systems for which up to now the global minimum
was found by simulation.18 For the silicon systems it turned
out that it is impossible to find the global ground state with-
out our history feedback mechanism. Both basin hopping as
well as simulated annealing methods fail20 for this system.
They all get stuck in the astronomically large number of
amorphous local minima. Figure 6 illustrates how minima
hopping succeeds in finding the global minimum. The algo-
rithm first goes down fairly smoothly. Since it is not difficult
to find new lower energy minima both Ekinetic and Ediff are
relatively small. Once the algorithm has arrived at the bot-
tom of a wrong funnel !after some 2.2 million minima", con-
figurations begin to be revisited frequently and Ekinetic starts
to increase. Because of the violent moves the new configu-
rations are on average higher in energy and Ediff has to in-
crease as well. This is clearly visible as some broadening of
the energy history curve. At some point the algorithm has
finally climbed out of the wrong funnel and has arrived at the
correct funnel. The system then collapses very rapidly into
the global ground state after having visited some 4 million
minima. Note that this number is very small compared to the

FIG. 5. A crystal that is rotated slightly with respect to the ground state of
a silicon crystal !left panel" together with the true ground state !right panel".

FIG. 6. The history of all the minima visited in the
search for the ground state of a 216 atom silicon crystal
using the minima hopping method. The energy was
shifted such that the ground state has energy 0.
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Fazit

There is no single best search strategy  
All searching makes only sense if you sample a reliable PES 
The longer/more the better 
You have to weight robustness vs. specialized performance 
Only global minimum or low-energy ensemble? 
In some sense stochastic methods are all the same: random 

Next steps? 
Set the minima into a relation to each other  
Next type of interesting points on a PES: Transition states 
- Transition state searches 
- Landscape representation
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